
CIA Coalition 
02/18/2016 Time: 8:16 – 9:27 Bethel  
Meeting called by Jennifer Dorsett 
Secretary Zebbie Castilleja 

Attendees 
Zebbie C., Rachel S., Tracy B., Julie U., Shayla G., Chris C., Kayla C., Jen D., 
Kelly L., David G., Thomas H., Dena L., Marie H., Paul F. 

Programs  

Presenter:   

Discussion  

Conclusions 

Youth Coalition: Shayla reported that they elected club officers. They have a 
meeting today after school and they are hosting concessions for Housel’s 
family movie night.  
Tracy reported that the youth coalition has been hosting the Monday 
Mayhem nights and those are going well, we just need to get more kids 
involved.  
Positive Prevention Services: Kayla reported that the trainings that students 
have gone through have seemed to help. Kids have been bringing their 
friends to the counselors and less referrals have been given to Kayla. She 
was pleased to see that the intervention prevention services are working.   

Media Campaigns  

Presenter:   

Discussion  

Conclusions 

Let’s Draw the Line: Zebbie reported that they are targeting bullying, 
suicide, self-harm, alcohol, drugs, and vaping. They will be working to create 
posters and put them in the schools and local businesses. Planning to launch 
mid-March. 
Talk They Hear You: Jen reported on the adult campaign. They had a meeting 
on 2/17/16 and there was great ideas and turn out. They will be doing a 
radio broadcast to advertise the campaign. Alcohol, marijuana, prescription 
drugs, and bullying are their topics. They do have Spanish speaking 
participants to broadcast on Spanish radio stations. Still looking for adults to 
be on the radio. They have posters being put together. Planning to launch 
April.  

 



Recruitment Needs  

Presenter:   

Discussion  

Conclusions 

 Sector Representation: We could use more businesses, mental health, and 
media. If anyone knows anybody personally please invite them. We would 
like to have 2-3 people per sector.  
Moving Forward: Shayla suggested that we have some sort of outline to 
benefit coalition members to verbalize what the coalition is about to others 
when inviting them to meetings. (elevator speeches written out) 

Trainings  

Presenter:   

Discussion  

Conclusions 

 CADCA: Jen reported that they took 4 students who have been involved 
with the youth coalition. The students had meetings with the Senators and 
Representative. They also had the opportunity to do a presentation 
regarding social media.  
Upcoming Trainings: 
 Guiding Good Choices facilitators receive a small stipend for being a 
training, but it is currently full.  
SAPST: March 8-11 in Yakima – helps members understand coalition 
structure.  
Youth Forum: Coalition is taking youth to the forum at Great Wolfe Lodge in 
May.  

 
 


